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EIGHT ZONE LEAK DETECTION PANEL PREVENTING CRITICAL LEAKS

Internal water leak detection panel for use in domestic, commercial and industrial environments.

OVERVIEW:

DT-ZP/8 is a 8 zone panel compatible with both water probe sensors (DT-PS) and water sensing 
cables (DT-1000). Each zone has its own individual volt free contact rated to 6A each. These 
individual relays can be used for sending fault and leak signals to ancillary equipment such as 
solenoid valves (DT-BEL-15/22/28). 2 additional relays are provided for a common leak or fault 
mainly used for integration on building management systems (BMS, BEMS) or repeat alarm panels 
(DT-RAP)

Each panel has LEDS on the front facia indicating blue
for leak and red for break both instances equipped 
with an audible alarm. When the leak/break alarm has 
been acknowledged the alarm can be silenced by 
simply pressing the MUTE button and again by 
pressing the RESET button once the water sensing 

cable/probe has been dried (note. The panel will not 
automatically reset the end user needs to press the 

button once happy the system is safe) 

TECHNICAL DATA:

SIZE (W x H x D) 300mm x 230mm x 110mm

POWER 230VAC 13A

SENSING EQUIPMENT DT1000, DT Probe Sensors

LED POWER = GREEN LEAK = BLUE BREAK = RED

RELAYS 230VAC Rated at 6A

ENCLOSURE IP66
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INSTALLATION:

CONFIGURATIONS:

All information provided, including installation is held to be reliable. Clients should however independently evaluate the suitability of each system to their 
individual application. Due to continual development specifications are subject to regular change without notice. Detekt Limited make no claims, promises, or 
guarantees to the accuracy or completeness of, and expressly disclaims liability for any errors and omissions in, such materials. No warranty of any kind, 
implied, expressed, or statutory, including but not limited to the warranties included within Detekt Limited Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale is given with 
respect to the content of these marketing materials. In no case will Detekt Limited be liable for any incidental, indirect or consequential damages arising from 
the sale, resale, use or misuse of the product. ©2022 Detekt Limited, All Rights Reserved.


